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Introduction.

1 to xv

Purpose of the present work. Outline of its treatment.
A discussion on the method of the treatment.


Chapter 1.

Epistemological aspect.

Etymological meaning. Three theories of Truth and Error viz., Correspondence, Coherence and Pragmatic. Sources of knowledge of reality viz., Sense Experience, Mystical Experience, Reason and Authority of the Sacred Scriptures. Mysticism and Gandhiji.

Chapter 2.

Ontological aspect.

a) Truth as God, Truth as Being, as the Transcendental Absolute, as the First Cause of the Universe, as the Summum Bonum of life and as Law.

Chapter 3.

Truth is God:
A Secular (Non-otherworldly) interpretation.

a) Reason for the need of such a secular interpretation. Man's rational nature as one of the operative truths of
human life. "Truth is God" means "The rule of reason."

b) Relation between the attitude showing respect for Truth and Gandhiji's 'Experiments with Truth'. Its three-fold aspects viz., as a branch of knowledge delimited to a definite field of enquiry, as a rational method in the quest of truth and as a technique. A full consideration of the concept of Gandhiji's 'Experiments with Truth'.

c) Relation between man's rational nature and moral nature. A discussion on the procedural criteria of moral action.

d) Relation between respect for Truth and the rule of justice. The Indian concept of Dharma andJustice. Gandhiji's concept of Justice as related to the Legislative and Judiciary fields.

Chapter 4.

Truth-realization and Self-realization.

a) Religious approach.


ii) Role of Sadhana as a process of spiritual discipline. Sadhana as a scientific technique. Relation between Sadhana and the observance of the Vratas or Vows. Nature of the eleven vratas or vows.

iii) The Eastern and the Western views of religion. Gandhiji's views on the importance of religion in human life.

b) Moral Approach.

i) The concept of Self-realization in Hedonism, Rationalism, Egoism, Altruism and Perfectionism with special reference to Gandhiji's views.

iii) The concept of duty as a means to self-realization. The Indian concept of Dharma and duty. Swadharma. Bradley's concept of 'My Station and Its duty'. Conflict of duties. Nishkama karma. The Indian, the Western and Gandhiji's concepts of duty.

iv) Gandhiji's concept of right and wrong in relation to the law of human being reflected in his striving for self-realization.

Part II - Ahimsa (Non-Violence) and Himsa (Violence): Their nature and forms.

Chapter 5.

The traditional and Gandhiji's concepts of Ahimsa (Non-violence) and Himsa (Violence).

a) Historical survey. Various definitions of Ahimsa in the Indian thought and as offered by Gandhiji. Etymological meaning of Ahimsa. Discussion on the special significance on its expression in a negative form.

b) Various forms of Ahimsa (Non-violence) and Himsa (Violence).

Classification.

i) According to its field of practice. Spiritual or Religious Ahimsa and Himsa. Moral Ahimsa and Himsa.

ii) Three-level classification into their Physical, Mental and Verbal forms from the point of view of the agent of the action and from the point of view of the consequences of the action. A full discussion on their various forms.

iii) Unavoidable but permissible Himsa as a form of Ahimsa. The Geeta's view and Gandhiji's view.

Chapter 6.

Relation of Ahimsa (Non-violence) and Himsa (Violence) to Satya (Truth).
a) Truth-realization, Self-realization and the practice of Ahimsa. Their interrelationship.


c) Non-violence in terms of self-suffering as a principle of action fighting injustice. Three alternatives. Its discussion in terms of its psychological effects upon the other party. Self-suffering and Hedonism. Self-suffering and Masochism.


Appendix A.

A Chapterwise (Introduction and Chapters 1 to 6) list of references of sources.
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Part III - Satya (Truth) and Ahimsa (Non-violence): Their Social aspects.

Chapter 7.


a) A discussion on the method followed by Gandhiji in forming his views.

b) Moral aspect.
   i) Self-realization as a social ideal. Evils of the indulgent civilization. Gandhiji's views and the views of the Western thinkers.
   iii) Schema of human interrelationship with individual as the supreme consideration. Gandhiji's views about various types of social systems. Gandhiji's non-dogmatice approach about the social structure.
iv) Schema of human interrelationship emerging out of the third procedural criterion of moral action embedded in the rational nature of man. Relation between man's rational nature and the Indian concept of Dharma. 'Truth is God', 'The rule of Reason' and 'The rule of Dharma'.

c) Social aspect of Non-violence.

Chapter 3.

Constructive Programme.

a) A discussion on the concept of Satyagraha. Its etymological meaning. Its twofold aspects as a process of changing the total pattern of social inter-relationship known as a process of constructive programme and as a non-violent method of fighting injustice known as Satyagraha.

b) Process of constructive programme embedded in the rational nature of man. Two views about the method of change.


d) A discussion on the twofold nature of the process of change
   i) from the point of view of the life of a Satyagrahi observing eleven vratas or vows.
   ii) from the point of view of changing social environment which includes social, political, religious, educational and economic aspects of social inter-relationship.
Chapter 9.

Satyagraha.

a) A discussion on the important elements in Satyagraha such as Truth, Justice, Non-violence, Belief in the goodness of human nature, The prerequisites of a Satyagrahi, Role of power in political action.

b) A discussion on the theoretical aspect of Satyagraha and Duragraha. Various forms of Satyagraha and Duragraha, Individual Satyagraha, Mass Satyagraha, Group Satyagraha, Hartal, Demonsstration, Non-cooperation movement, Civil Disobedience movement, Fast unto death, Gherao, Dhurana, Self-immolation, etc.

c) Satyagraha as a method of action in the totalitarian system. Satyagraha for national defence and in international conflicts. Satyagraha as a scientific technique of fighting Injustice.

d) Satyagraha and other methods of direct action viz., Military action and Guerilla Warfare.

Chapter 10.

Epilogue.

Summary of the conclusions arrived at in every chapter. A general account of Gandhiji's doctrine of Satya(Truth) and Ahimsa (Non-violence) as the ideals of individual and social life. Their special significance and uniqueness in the history of human civilization. Their relevance to the modern time. Gandhiji's everlasting contribution to social and political thought.

Appendix B

A chapterwise (chapters 7 to 10 ) list of references of sources.

Appendix C

A classified bibliography of the books, journals and articles consulted.